O Programa de Extensão Formação Profissional no Teatro Catarinense - CEART/UDESC apresenta:

PROVOCACÃO

3º Encontro Internacional sobre Formação no Teatro de Animação

Tema: Encenação e diversidade de processos de criação teatral no Teatro de Animação Contemporâneo

De 15 a 20 MAIO 2019
Florianópolis - Brasil
PRO-VOCATION:

International Meeting on Training in the Arts of Puppetry –

Directing and the diversity of the creative processes in contemporary puppet theater
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Paulo BALARDIM
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CNPQ, CAPES, CEART-UDESC
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WELCOME
Fabiana Lazarri / Brasil
WELCOME
Irina Niculescu Romania / USA
WELCOME
Paulo Balardim – UDESC / Brazil
WELCOME
Tito Lorefice,
President of the UNIMA training Commission / Argentina,
PRO-VOCATION 1:
Contemporary Puppet Theater and training
Marek Waszkiel / Poland
Defining the stage director and teaching theater directing
Irina Niculescu - Romania / USA
PRO-VOCATION 3:
Why teach puppet theatre directing?
Marthe Adam / Canada
Presentation of the creative process 1
Petit bout de bois
Patricia Gomis / Senegal
Presentation of show 1
Petit bout de bois
Patricia Gomis / Senegal
Presentation of show 2
O romance do vaqueiro Benedito
Mamulengo Presepada / Brazil
Practical class 1
The puppeteer, the object, and the secret in between-
How to get out of your own way during the creative process
Yael Rasooly / Israel
Conference 1
The diversity of creative processes in stage directing inside and outside the university fields.
Tito Lorefice / Argentina
University training: The questions of the Stage Direction. The identity of the Theater of Objects on the expanded stage.
Ana Alvarado / Argentina
Conference 3
Stage director training, training philosophy and methodology.
Anna Ivanova / Russia
Presentation of show 3
O velho lobo do mar.
Trip Teatro / Brazil
Presentation of show 4
Bolha Luminosa.
Cia Teatro Lumbra / Brazil
Practical class 2
The materials and objects we manipulate daily have a story to tell.
Osvaldo Gabrieli / Brazil
Conference 4
Intermidia - The theatrical function of the image and its relation to the other elements of staging.
Carmen Stanciu / Romania
Conference 5
Visuality and the role of technology in the contemporary performance, creative process and artistic results.
What is the object?
Sylvie Baillon / France
Presentation of show 5
Deserto de pedras – War Children.
Cia Laica / Brazil
Practical class 3
From material to immaterial:
Creative processes in the contemporary shadow theater
Fabrizio Montecchi / Italy
Conference 6
Intermidiality and creative processes.
Theodora Skipitares / USA
Conference 7

Pedagogical approach to the quest for meaning and theatrical language: relations between text, performing, visual and auditory image.

Elmira Kurilenko / Russia
Presentation of show 6
Habite-me.
Carolina Garcia / Brazil
Conference 8
Director's analysis of cultural texts in exercises of mental experiment.
Viktoria Bogdanova / Russia
Presentation of the creative process 4
Company Hotel Modern
with Arlène Hoornweg, Pauline Kalker, Herman Helle / Holland
Conference 9
Theater Directing and contemporary dramaturgy: figure theater at the crossroads.
Didier Plassard / France
Conference 10
Practical approaches for directing puppetry: a dialogue.
Cariad Astles / UK        Mario Piragibe / Brazil
Presentation of show 7
Uma história simples.
Trapusteros Teatro / Brazil
Round table 1
Creative processes in dialogue with traditions.
Izabela Brochado, Chico Simões, Tácito Borralho,
Izabel Concessa / Brazil
Round table 2
The practice of theory and theorizing of practice in the work of teaching-artist.
Wagner Cintra, Gilson Motta, Miguel Vellinho, Mauro Rodrigues / Brazil
Conclusion
Synthesis and reflections on the days of work.
Philippe Choulet / France
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